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Status
 Closed

Subject
Article images issues (bootstrap + upload size)

Version
15.x Regression

Category
Regression

Feature
Article

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Nelson Ko, Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
     (0) 

Description
On Tiki 15.x REV 59543 setting Articles out of the box;

There is a "un-natural" limitation for Article image size by default.
When I try to save an article with a picture heavier than 1mb (approx.) the article is saved without
any error message and no picture is saved.

If I reduce size, the image is saved in the top image gallery without any acknowledgement, selection
or choice. (openeing a discussion in the dev list)

It may be a system setting, but anyway, the user should be warned and the article should not be
saved with improper picture ommited.

--

Out of the box I went to admin, activate the Articles feature.
I create a new article enter a title, heading, body and an image article.
http://bsfez-11581-6098.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-read_article.php?articleId=1

The image is within several bootstrap classes (class="col-xs-6 col-sm-5 col-md-3") and it flows under
the heading text making this feature broken.

https://dev.tiki.org/item6098-Article-images-issues-bootstrap-upload-size
http://bsfez-11581-6098.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-read_article.php?articleId=1
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1081?display
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Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6098

Created
Wednesday 31 August, 2016 06:56:02 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Wednesday 11 January, 2017 14:45:57 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 31 Aug 16 08:32 GMT-0000

Once the image is selected and being displayed, it should have the class "img-responsive". Or giving the
image an inline style "max-width: 100%" also prevents the image from overflowing outside its container.

( I don't know what's happening regarding the problems you described for image upload for articles.)

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 01 Sep 16 06:30 GMT-0000

Hi Gary,

At templates/article.tpl line 70 I added the "img-responsive" class.
69: {* display own article image *}
70: <img class="img-responsive"

It solves the overflow, however the article image size is not working anymore. (Edit article -> tab
Image)

I think it is prohibided by line 56 : col-xs-6 col-sm-5 col-md-3

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 Sep 16 11:59 GMT-0000

That's right - the img-responsive image conforms to the size of its container. There's a problem

https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
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giving images specific pixel widths, if the page is intended to be responsive. I suppose the article
code needs to be revised to allow different image sizes as before. I'll take a look.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Sep 16 16:06 GMT-0000

Damn, I just wrote and posted a comment that didn't get saved. Anyway, how about this:

If the author selects "wrap text around image", then the grid doesn't get used and the image is simply
floated left and the text wraps around it. The image dimensions input by the author are used (if only one
dimension is input then the other is given "auto" to keep the image proportional).

If the author doesn't select "wrap text around image", then the (pre-defined) grid is used and no input
dimensions are used. The image has a img-responsive class and conforms to the grid div that contains it.

There would be some help hints on the edit page to guide the author about this.

I'll try testing something like this locally.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 13 Sep 16 05:38 GMT-0000

Sound great !
Thanks for testing, I set a topic about this for the next roundtable if we still need more brains.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 14 Sep 16 05:39 GMT-0000

I believe this is fixed in trunk r59679. I tested it, changing all the edit-article image options, and it
seems to handle the different possibilities ok. Basically I removed the grid layout and replaced it
with Bootstrap media layout classes and inline CSS. If you have a trunk instance, you can test it. If
there are no problems, I'll backport to Tiki 15. (Update: my first commit r59678 broke the topic
image position, but this is fixed in r59679.)

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at

https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
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